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XRENDER serves 3D image production teams to produce movie , 
television and animation, special film (circle curtain, giant screen, ball 
screen), and provides customers with rendering service on demand.

Support 3d software：3ds Max, Maya, Houdini, Cinema4D etc.

Support for rendering：V-ray, Corona, Octane, Redshift etc.

XRENDER For Movie and Television 



Build a small rendering farm Cloud rendering features

High self-built cost

Server performance does not meet 
rendering requirements

High maintenance cost in the 
equipment room

Causing  waste of computing 
resources when rendering idle 

Massive resources of computing, 
storage and network, and Pay-on-
demand

Flexible configuration of server 
specification 

Securing and stable data storage

One-key loading rendering Environment 
techniques

Local Rendering VS Cloud Rendering



Drag-and-drop 
submission

Drag and drop the scene 
file to the client and 
parse it.

Self-service priority 
frame

During rendering, the wrong 
frame or the missing frame 
can be complemented by 
one-key.

Private order
Users can enjoy 1V1 
rendering customization 
service

Free scheduling
Adjust the task priority of 
scene file, according to the 
urgency.

XRENDER's Cloud Rendering Solution Features



Simple Render Steps

Drag files to 
the client

Configuration
rendering 

parameters
Start 

rendering
Download 
rendering 

result

Login to 
the cloud 

client



Support Software



《The Wind Guardians》 is famous for “oriental visual feast”. It took the production team 5 years to 
prepare and 3 years to produce it. Under the limit of time, XRENDER reasonably arrange the whole 
rending tasks, together with super fast rendering speed and professional rendering service, then finally 
finished the rending in time with a perfect vision effect。

Case
of

Movie



《Chinatown detective 2》 box office：500M USD 

Totally there are more than 500 pcs of special lens, including more than 200 pcs of complicated 
3D lens. XRENDER provided sufficient assurance for the movie schedule via effective rendering 
solution and technical service under cloud service.

影视
案例



More Successful Cases



WEB：WWW.XRENDER.COM      

TEL:   4006-888-245
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